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ABSTRACT
The results of designing a tool for supporting interactive planning of the formation of hard, soft, and digital competencies (HSDS) in the educational community have been provided. The main characteristics of the position (HSDS, length of service, salary, etc.) that the graduate will apply for have been identified on the basis of the formation of a digital footprint of companies. The paper provides an overview of domestic and foreign software apps to support educational solutions in a pair of “Student-Lecturer” stakeholders. The paper presents a schematic diagram of an interactive tool for planning the educational process based on the formation of a digital footprint of companies as part of the placement of information about employers’ vacancies on aggregator websites. The result of displaying an interactive map on a specific example has been justified and provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The specialized employment of graduates of higher educational institutions is one of the acute problems of the youth labor market. Upon completion of education, many graduates realize the lack of demand for the competencies they have formed in the business environment [1]. Researchers have recorded that the level of qualification has a positive effect on the level of field-oriented employment [2, 3, 4]. Moreover, only every third graduate is employed in specialized jobs, regardless of the economic parameters of the region [5]. Leaving aside the issues of the opportunistic behavior of individual students during their studies and their low level of digital literacy, we can assume the lack of instrumental support in the process of forming the sum of professional competencies. This study is aimed at designing a tool for supporting interactive planning of the formation of hard, soft, and digital competencies (HSDS) of the subjects of the educational process—students and lecturers. The design thinking methodology is used. With its help, we have found that for two different classes of users (in terms of the entry-level professional competencies), it is necessary to develop a specialized and, at the same time, simple tool. To do this, we have reviewed the literature on existing software apps, their purpose and scope. Based on the results obtained, a tool has been designed and software implemented to display the results of requests from students and faculty about individual characteristics of a particular segment of the labor market.

Publication structure: Section 2 provides a brief overview of domestic and foreign software apps that support the educational process in a pair of “Student-Lecturer” stakeholders, important elements of the tool design. Section 3 discloses the design process and software implementation of the tool. Section 4 presents the results, including a demonstration of the result of the software, while Section 5 discusses them, presents conclusions, and outlines future research.

2. BACKGROUND
The analysis of literary sources and research results has shown that the issues of instrumental support for the formation of hard, soft, and digital competencies have not been adequately studied in terms of the effectiveness of the educational process and the generated value for the business. The demand for a graduate is determined by the embedded system of values and the sum of competencies, the request for which the business community generates at any given time. At the same time, the satisfaction of the needs of employers should be ensured by the sum of competencies to ensure routinized (current) and intellectual (strategic) processes of the organization. At the start of a career, hard, soft, and digital competencies should ensure minimal time spent on including a young specialist in the organization’s business processes and solving assigned tasks. In terms of prospects, the graduate should have strategic thinking, be able to produce innovative ideas, work with a wide range of stakeholders...
The example, framework which process ideology platform service D. minimize proposed shortcomings for proposed S. engineering production their interaction the compromise (core traditional it proposed employment technological It is united...to the traditional education, of the students’ roles. The proposed...labor market seems relevant. The search for works in English has been carried out on the Web of Science platform. The paper uses the approach of selecting publications for a systematic review, as well as for determining the type of information visualization, the results of conceptual and logical design of interactive tools for stakeholder interaction. At the first stage, the number of publications has been estimated separately for the descriptors: “stakeholder” (116,500 publications), “stakeholder” & “digital footprint” (1,799), and “stakeholder” & “mapping digital footprint” (239). At the second stage, a request is formulated regarding approaches...
to information visualization in the educational process — “mapping digital footprint” & “student”. Only one publication from the two lists received is devoted to the results of research by the R. Martinez research team on the mapping of modeling processes of group collaboration based on digital and sound footprints. The theoretical model of joint learning, built by researchers, was confirmed by testing on the data of multi-display software [18]. The combined use of «stakeholder» & «digital footprint» descriptors made it possible to localize 27 publications over the years, which are distributed across 15 subject areas, which testifies to the universality of the tool. At the same time, only two works were performed in the field of education. A paper by K. Rosenbusch is dedicated to rethinking the role of education and faculty in a transforming digital environment. The problems and possibilities of using technologies of online, mobile, and blended learning to increase online and geographical reach of the audience have been highlighted [19]. The second publication by N. Nouman and A. Umer is dedicated to web navigation and usability analysis of educational websites of more than a hundred educational institutions in Pakistan. It is concluded that there is a need for purposeful formation of the university’s digital footprint and parameters are proposed for checking the website navigation [20].

3. METHOD

The designed tool provides the ability to collect relevant information on the basis of monitoring the digital footprint (company vacancies), its accumulation and storage. In the study, the task of modeling the structure of functional subsystems taking into account the visualization of the digital footprint has been solved, and the technology has been developed and implemented in the form of several interrelated programs.

The structure of the functional subsystems of the tool has been defined at the level of two interconnected sets of tasks: creating a platform for placing a digital footprint (creating a website, hosting a website, creating a domain), as well as a platform for the subsystem of data collection, storage, and visualization.

The structure of the tool includes six base blocks (Figure 1):

1) Site block – determining the style of the website, choosing the color scheme, determining the layout of pages, describing the format of blocks with content, compatibility with various browsers and devices;
2) Hosting block – storing the website on the server, delimiting the rights to administer the website, operating the backup system, providing reports with errors in the case of the website malfunction, registering a domain name, gaining access to the website by domain name;
Figure 1 – Schematic diagram of an interactive educational process planning tool based on the formation of a digital footprint of companies

3) Database block unit – remote connection to the database, creating a database for the website, creating tables in the database, writing job data to tables, deleting obsolete data and writing new ones;
4) Unit work with REST API of the company – generating queries to RESTAPI, receiving query results, storing query results in a variable;
5) Block getting information for visualization on the digital footprint visualizes an interactive map of the regions of the Russian Federation with the display of information on the vacancies of a particular profession, creates diagrams;
6) Digital footprint information for visualization unit generates database queries, gets relevant data from the database.

Moreover, the tool implemented functions for storing data with a mark of the point in time at which they were relevant, as well as changing data structures during the operation of the tool. The information flows of the digital footprint generation tool are classified in relation to the digital footprint generation system (incoming, outgoing, and internal information flows), degree of openness (public and non-public information), and subjectivity. The software implementation of the technology for creating a digital footprint of companies required the use of two programming languages (JavaScript and Python), a query language (SQL), and page layout languages (HTML and CSS).

Thus, the conceptual scheme of the software implementation of the digital footprint generation has been designed on the basis of the sequential implementation of two stages: creating and configuring the system (deployment, filling data), and designing technology for working with data (updating / updating data / data output).
The collected, accumulated, and stored data in the system has been placed in the hosting repository (in the embedded file system) or in the database (created by the user on the hosting). The end result of the system has been clustered and stored in the database data on vacancies. Embedded visualization tools allowed displaying data relevant to the request of users (subjects of the educational process).

4. RESULTS

Thus, an interactive tool to provide information collection, processing, storage and output has been designed and software implemented. The choice of what information will be worked on depends on the task set for the system. Almost any work with a digital footprint can be reduced to the presented fundamental model (taking into account the introduction of minor changes depending on the chosen subject area).

Website development in HTML, CSS, JS and software implementation of digital footprint visualization in JS, HTML, CSS, and PHP made it possible to get the result—an interactive map of the Russian Federation with the actual data on the number of vacancies for a particular specialty in the regions of the Russian Federation, the level of salaries, and the most sought-after professional competencies of potential candidates (Figure 2).

Thus, the process of working with an interactive map has three main stages: (a) the context of the problem being solved and the purpose of working with the interactive map are determined, (b) the workplace of interest is selected and the request for the interactive map is formulated, and (c) the results of the work are analyzed with an interactive map.

5. CONCLUSION

The proposed version of the interactive map will benefit all interested parties in the educational process. The State, university entrants, and their parents (acting as investors in the education of children), as well as students, receive the opportunity of professional orientation and self-determination. University entrants who have already decided on a future profession, as well as senior students, can form their own professional educational trajectory through the formation of competencies relevant in the region of the proposed location. The quality of the educational process will be improved through an understanding of the requirements for a potential employee, the functionality of his/her future work and context. The accumulation of information in a data warehouse is of interest for a separate empirical study.

Touching upon issues of university activities strategy, search for potential stakeholders, formation of cooperation proposals and subsequent contacts, it is possible that the proposed interactive map will allow choosing the most promising professions. Such a core will make it possible to purposefully formulate professional competencies.
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